
Life in the Spirit
Romans 8; @ CF Tucker; October 16, 2011

Quick Review of last week:

- The passage concerns the Xtian walk in sanctification, not about a non-
  Xtian. Paul is speaking about himself after he has come to know Christ.

- The apostle is at great pains to demonstrate the utterly no-good character
   of our sinful nature.

- We are given two great blessings to combat this desperate situation:
• no condemnation because of our justification - once for all
• the law is fulfilled in me because of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit

Up to this point Paul has said little about the Holy Spirit and His part in our
redemption. In Chpt 5, he mentions the Spirit as the one who mediates the
love of God to us. Not once in Chpt. 6. In Chpt. 7 He is mentioned as the
apostle contrasts the external code of the Law with the indweling of the
Spirit.

After making the remarkable statement in 8:4 that the Law is fulfilled in
those who walk in the Spirit, Paul now, in chapter 8,  fleshes out the ministry
of the Holy Spirit in our lives.

The Xtian life, the life of a justified believer, is a life lived “in” the Holy Spirit.
That is a life that is animated, sustained, directed and enriched by the Holy
Spirit.

The ministry of the HS is particularly in 4 areas:
1. first in relation to our ongoing battle with the sinful nature - He helps to
    subdue our flesh - vs. 5-13.
2. He witnesses our sonship - vs. 14-17
3. He guarantees our inheritance - in particular the redemption of our bodies
    vs. 18-25.
4. He helps our weakness in prayer - vs. 26-27

*** The chapter end with an almost unbelievable affirmation of the invincible
      purposes of God and our absolute security as believers.

I. The Spirit helps us subdue our sinful nature
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a) there are several references in the chapter to our “mind”. In fact, the word
    is used 5 times in the 1st seven verses.

- Mind has a more complete  more, fuller meaning in the Gk language
         than in English. It means not just my thinking, but my whole way of

  life– ex Phil 2:5 - have this mind in you . . .
- Prov. 23:7 - as a man thinks . . .  what you think determines how you

         act.
b) To set one’s mind on the flesh or the Spirit - is to occupy oneself with the
    things of the sinful nature, or the things of God. It’s matter of
    preoccupation. What interests us, how we spend our time, what we give
    ourselves up to.

c) the results of the two ways of life are laid out in vs. 6. 
• the mind set on the flesh is death - now - and ultimately
   vs. 7-8 tell why -

hostile to God
won’t submit to the Law
cannot please God

• the mind set on the Spirit is life and peace
life now and resurrection of your body when Christ comes again.-

               vs. 9-11.

*** I think that many more Xtians would be more eager to pursue holiness if
     they really believed that it leads to life and peace.

d) Paul now applies his general statements personally to his readers- here and
    throughout the rest of the chapter. - vs. 9

• you are not “in” the flesh but “in” the Spirit if the Spirit dwells in you,
          and by way, if you don’t have the Spirit, you’re not a Xtian.
***This has implications for Pentacostals who think you get the Spirit after
     you are saved– in their version of the “baptism of the Holy Spirit”.

e) Living under obligation - vs.12-, says that we have no obligation to the
    sinful nature– and then stops there. Although the statement is
    grammatically neutral, the opposite conclusion is assumed. i.e., we are
    under obligation to live according to the Spirit– i.e., live a holy life.

• the background of the whole passage supports this: there are
     only two alternatives, two kinds of people, two ways of life. To

   live according to the flesh/sinful nature or live according to the
   Spirit.
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• So what do I actually do to live according to the Spirit? Verse 13

                 tells us what we must do: “put to death the deeds of the body”
   and be led by the Spirit.

f) The old way  (Puritans used to use two words to describe the process that
    Paul is explaining here. It’s a good way to think about it.

• mortification - I say no to the sinful nature (chpt. 6) It’s important to
          see that Paul describes this as an ongoing process [verb is in PIA]

• aspiration - this takes me back to what I do with my mind.
1 - 1 Pt. 1:13
2 - Col 3:1-3
3 - Phil. 4:8
4 - The means of grace - Bible study, prayer, fellowship, church

                   attendance, communion.
   There is a relationship between the the two sides of this
   mortification/aspiration dynamic:

• It is while we put to death the deeds of the body that we will live - vs.
            13.

• It is while we put our minds on the the things of the Spirit that we find
   life and peace - vs. 6.


